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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we develop theforcing techniyue, introduced for graph models by Baeten and Boer- 
boom [l], in the setting of stable models. To illustrate the technique, we choose an arbitrary closed 
term T and construct a stable model F# satisfying fl = T. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1979, Baeten and Boerboom [1] constructed a very particular model of un- 
typed X-calculus, namely a graph model satisfying an equation of the form 
fi = T where R E (Xx.(x)x)Xx .(x)x is the well known unsolvable X-term and T 
is an arbitrary closed X-term. Their construction established a semantic proof 
of a syntactic property of R, the so called easiness introduced in [6]. 
This model construction is remarkable for two further reasons: first, the 
model constructed does not allow for a notion of rank amongst the elements of 
(the web of) the model. In fact, the model construction consists in adding cer- 
tain cycles to the model in a cofinal way; these cycles render impossible the 
definition of a rank. Such models are fairly rare to the author’s knowledge; 
most models are constructed by starting off with some (simple) cycles and then 
by completing in such a way that no further cycles are added to the model. This 
holds true for the classical models of X-calculus like Scott’s 7\,, cf. the con- 
*This work has been supported by the program ‘Human Capital and Mobility’ of the Commission 
of the European Communities. 
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struction given in [9], or for the graph model ‘Q(w) of Plotkin and Scott. It also 
holds true for less standard models like Park’s model ZDp or the ones con- 
structed in [8]. 
Second, it is questionable whether it is a ‘good’ property of a class of models 
to contain a model satisfying, say, 0 = I (where I G Xx.x denotes the identity). 
In fact, by the genericity lemma of [2] unsolvable terms do not possess a syn- 
tactic applicative behaviour. In particular, they do not ‘act’ like the identity on 
the syntactic level: for example, the syntactic application of R to a term T does 
not reduce to T but yields the unsolvable term (R)T. Thus, the existence of a 
model satisfying R = I does not reflect the syntactic situation. It goes without 
saying that the existence of such a model may be very interesting in other con- 
texts that are beyond the scope of this paper. 
For these two reasons, the existence of a model satisfying R = T (for arbi- 
trary T) does not seem to be very ‘natural’ to the author. Why does it exist? 
Technically, the construction of Baeten and Boerboom uses the freedom that 
we have in choosing the projection-embedding pair that turns the partial order 
‘q(N) in a reflexive Scott domain. The point is to choose this pair in such a way 
that the interpretation of the term Xx.(x)x is affected’, i.e. one associates a non 
standard applicative behaviour with this term. Thus, one uses implicitly the 
rich supply of continuous functions in the model by choosing a convenient one 
to interpret the term Xx.(x)x. In this sense, the construction of Baeten and 
Boerboom may be seen as yet another phenomenon that witnesses the ex- 
istence of ‘too many’ elements in the continuous function space of a reflexive 
Scott domain. 
In this paper, we examine the analogous situation for stable models, i.e. re- 
flexive dI-domains together with the space of stable functions as introduced by 
Berry [4]. Given an arbitrary closed term T, we show that there is a stable 
model 3’ satisfying R = T. Hence, the situation is exactly the same as in the 
continuous case. This might be a little surprising since the stable framework 
was conceived in order to eliminate some of the abundant continuous func- 
tions. As a matter of fact, the construction given in this paper is more involved 
than the original one of [l]. However, there are still ‘too many’ stable functions 
as it was already pointed out by Berry; these functions work out to be still suf- 
ficient to carry out the construction of Baeten and Boerboom. 
We will construct our stable models as binary qualitative domains, as in- 
troduced in [5] since these models are particularly easy to handle. We begin by 
recalling Krivine’s [9] definition of such models. In Section 3, we define a 
slightly modified notion offorcing along the lines of [l]. Afterwards, we show 
that the Forcing Lemma 3.2 holds for stable models. The last two sections are 
devoted to the construction of the model B#: we introduce in Section 4 two 
‘Note that the interpretation of this term is very sensible to the choice of the projection-embedding 
pair since this interpretation depends essentially on the definition of the self-application of the 
model. 
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operators PC and CC whose role is to enlarge certain partial structures in a very 
particular way. These two operators are then used in Section 5 to define X”. 
2. STABLE MODELS 
We suppose that the reader is familiar with X-calculus. We denote by VAR the 
set of wriahles, by A the set of X-terms and by A0 the set of closed A-tcrnls; the 
elements of VJIAR will be written X, ~3, z and the elements of A will be written R. 
S, T. We follow the notation of [9] and write the application of T to T’ as (T)T’. 
An expression of the form (T,)T: T,, is a shorthand for i.. ((TI)T~ .)T,,. 
We will write T G T(.\-) in order to express that T contains at most the free 
variables .\-. 
The (OHC step) &reduction - j is the usual binary relation on i\. Thc~ ,j- 
qlriwlcnce, written %,j, is the smallest equivalence relation on A x A contain- 
ing + i. We do not consider the r/-rule in this paper. 
We will construct our stable models as hinov~~ cpulitutive domuins as in- 
troduced by Girard [5]. We consider these models in the presentation of Krivinc 
[9] by antichains. 
Definition 2.1. (i) A dewnt space is a pair (D. S) such that D is a non empty 
set and ‘c is a binary coherence relation (i.e. a reflexive and symmetric rela- 
tion). We will write (1 x 0 if (1 and 0 are incoherent in D. 
(ii) If (0. 2) is a coherent space, then (A.=‘) is a c.olzer.ent .suh.y~c~~ (?I
(D.E)iffAcDandC’=E r4. 
(iii) An urltichin in N coherrnt spce (D. I) is a set 11 & D such that b. h’ E I{. 
b :I h’ implies 5 = h’. 
(iv) Let (D, Z) be a coherent space. The set ?l(Dj is the set of the antichains 
of (D. 2). We will write ?I *(D) for the set of finite antichains. 
(v) The set E,%‘V(?l(D)) is the set of all functions 0 : VA%? + ?l( D). The 
elements of ENV(!V(D)) are called the twvironnwnts in !‘I (D). 
(vi) Let (D,z) and (D’, 2’ ) be two coherent spaces. A (partial) I -I map- 
ping I : dam(I) i D + D’ is LI (partiul) morphism of’cohcrcnt .vpuc~.s iff 
Vbl.hz E dam(Z) : (hl 2 h> ++ Z(h) z ‘I(b)) 
Such a morphism is total iff dam(l) = D. 
Notation. We denote by 5.~~ the elements of D and by c/,g the elements of 
!Y ‘(D). The elements of 71(D) are denoted by u,?‘. Partial morphisms will be 
written I, J and the total ones i,,j. 
Definition 2.2. Let (D. s) be a coherent space. The set “1 “(D) x D is a coherent 
space if one defines the coherence relation by 
(d. n) =: (d’, 6’) iff d u tl’ E ?I *(D) and d c rl’. 
In the sequel, we will always consider ?L * (D) x D as a coherent space with the 
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above coherence. This coherence will be denoted by the same symbol as the one 
on D. 
Definition 2.3. A stable model of untyped X-calculus is a structure 
%C,i) := P(D), ., 11# 
with the following properties: 
(i) (0, S) is a coherent space and i : a*(D) x D + D a morphism of co- 
herent spaces. 
(ii) l : 9X(D) x B(D) --+ a(D) is defined by 
u~v:={6~DI3dCw:i(d,6)~u}. 
(iii) )).]I : A x &.AfV(%(D)) -+ a(D) is defined inductively by 
II~llp := P(X) 
Il(T)T’ll, := llTll,, l IIT’llc, = (6 E D 1 3d C IIT’ll, : i(d>S) E lITlIp> 
JIXX. T/I, := { i(d, 6) E D / 6 E IITllpc_y := c/I and 6 $ IITllpc.x := J!) for all d’ 2 d}. 
(We write IITli,, instead of /l.]j(T,~).) 
The set D is called the web of the stable model B(o, z, i), the function l is the ap- 
plication of the model and I].11 is the interpretation of the model. 
One can show that %cD.s,i) is a reflexive dI-domain; thus, stable models are 
special cases of the models defined by Berry [4]. It is not difficult to see that the 
interpretation of a term only depends on its free variables. For this reason, we 
simply write lITI t o d enote the interpretation of a term T E ho. 
Definition 2.4. Let 3 be a stable model, S E A and T, T’ E A’. 
(i) We write 552 k y E IISJ((,:=,) iff y E llS]jC,:CR, in 3. 
(ii) We write 23 b T = T’ iff lITI] = IIT’ll in 9. 
Stable models are entirely determined by a coherent space (D,s) and a 
morphism i : ?I *(D) x D + D. 
Definition 2.5. (i) A total coherent pair or a t.cIp. is a pair ((D, c), i) such that 
(0, C) is a countable coherent space and i : a*(D) x D + D is a total mor- 
phism of coherent spaces. Given a t.c.p., we will often write (D, C, i) instead of 
((II, c), i) and (d 3 S) instead of i(d, S). 
(ii) Apartialcoherentpair or a t.c.p. is a pair ((A, s), I) such that (A, C) is a 
(non-empty) coherent space and Z : %*(A) x A !?+ art. A is a partial morphism of 
coherent spaces. Again, we will normally write (A, C, I) instead of ((A, S), I) 
in order to ease reading. 
(iii) Let (A, C, Z) and (A’, Z’, I’) be two p.c.p.3. We will write (A, s, I) C 
(A ‘, v^‘, Z’) iff (A, S) is a coherent subspace of (A’, c’) and I C I’. Normally, 
(A ‘, s’, Z’) will even be a t.c.p. 
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3. FORCING 
Definition 3.1. (i) A forcing condition is a p.c.p. P = (A, C, I) such that A is 
finite. 
(ii) Let P = (A, C, I) be a forcing condition, y E A arbitrary and g a para- 
meter tuple in ‘%*(A). Let T = T(x) b e a X-term with free variables X. We will 
say that P forces y E IlT]IC_Y:7R) (written P It y E ]lT]lC, :_,?,) iff for all t.c.p.‘s 
(D . Z. i) 2 P, we have 9~~. I.ij 12 E ]iTll(\-:_ ?,. 
Lemma 3.2 (Forcing Lemma). Let T E T(x) he a X-term with JLee variables s. 
Let (D,z, i) he a t.c.p., y E D arbitrary and g a parameter tuple in %*(D). If 
?\i -iD. :.i, b A/ E IITIICV:=R,, then thereexistsaforcingcondition P C: (D. Z. i) WC/~ 
that P IF nr E lITlIt, ,= EJ. 
Proof. As in [I], we proceed by induction on the complexity of T. However, in 
the induction step T E Xy.R we will have to preserve the minimality condition 
that appears in the stable interpretation of terms; this problem does not arise in 
[1] since the authors consider the continuous interpretations of terms. In order 
to preserve this minimality, we show not only the existence of the forcing con- 
dition P but the stronger property (1) below. 
Definition 3.3. (i) Let g and g’ be two parameter tuples in ?l*(D). We write 
zCgiffg=(gt.... ;g,,),g’=(gi ,...! g$andg,;Cg,,forallvE{l,... .p}. 
(ii) Let P = (A, C, I) be a forcing condition and let 7, g and T be such that 
P II- y E liT\lC., :.?). Then P is (y,g: T)-decreasing iff 
V(D’. c’. i’) 2 PV,? C g : (~\(LY, ;.;‘) k 7 E /lTI/,y:_,, 
=+ 3P’ C P : P’ IF ^r E l/T//(, =;;)). 
With this definition, we may formulate as follows the assertion that we show by 
induction on T: 
r 
t’TV(D, C, i)b E W: &I.:.~, k Y E IIT/I,,.z,y, 
(1) =+3Pc(D.z i) such that P IF n/ E I/T/l,, _,?, 
and such that P is (y.g. T)-decreasing). 
l Let T E x and fix a t.c.p. (D, =:, i), a -j E D as well as a parameter tuple 
g= (g,,... rg,1). We have llTIIc.Y:_ai = g,,, for some vo 5 it. If BID. :. .;I I= 1 E 
g ,,(), then this does not depend on i and we may take 
p:= (&gr.--.0). 
We choose for c the restriction on U, < ,, < ~, g,, of the coherence on D. Then P is 
finite since the parameters g,, are finite sets for all v E { 1.. . . p}. Furthermore, 
we trivially have Z5\(D,, zj,io k y E IITIIC,,_,~, for all (D’, c’, i’) 2 P as we still 
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have llTllC,:_,, = g,, in 3,,~,~~.j~~. Note that the parameters g remain anti- 
chains in (D’, c’) since they are antichains in (A, C) and since (‘4, Z) is a co- 
herent subspace of (D’! z’); this is where we use P C (D’, c’, i’). 
It is clear that P is (y,g,T)-decreasing: if (D’, c’, i’) > P, g’ C g and 
+,.,i’) k y E (ITIIC,Y:z~,, then P’ := (lJ, 5v5P g:%=,(D) C: P forces Y E 
IITll(,:~,-;,~ 
l Let T E (R)R’ and let (D, Z, i), y and g be as above; then 3?(0, c,i) b y E 
liTl~cs:Xs, is equivalent to the existence of a finite set d C lIR’I/(,:=,) such that 
P = d + ~IlRll~,:~,~. B y induction hypothesis, there exist forcing conditions 
Q = (B, SB, J) and Ph = (A 6, zh,Z;l) for all S E d such that Q lt p E jJRI/C.Y:=,q) 
and PA lt SE llR’l/i,:=,,. We define P = (A, =,I) by 
(2) 4 :=BU U ArUdU{y,fi}, s:==:rA andZ:=Ju lJ Ih~{((d,y),@}. 
h t rl I? t d 
Then P is a p.c.p. since J, the Zb’s and the pair ((d, r), 0) are restrictions of the 
same l-l mapping i and since the domain of their union is included in 
%*(A) x A. Furthermore, any (D’, s’, i’) > P will satisfy %co’,s’,i,) k p = 
d + Y E IIRII~.~:=g~ and 3Cn,, s,, ;,I t= d c: llR’ll~,-:-,, b ecause Q 2 P and PA C P 
for all 6 E d. In particular ?c~/. ;f,if) k 7 E l/TllC,:=,,. 
Finally, we need to see that P is (y,g, T)-decreasing. Let (O’, c’, i’) > P and 
g’ G g be such that n - (D’. 5 ‘, i’) /= y E llTll(,:z;T,. In the following, all inter- 
pretations of terms are understood to be in $D~.~J. i~j. If y E IITIIC,:z~J, then 
there exists (in D’) a finite set d’ C I~R’I/(~:=~) such that 4’ = d’ + y E 
I/R//i,:XK’J. We first show /I’ = p: we have p = d - y E JIRIIL,:=,) since P C 
(D’; z’: i’) and also p’ = d’ + y E llRllC.V:X ?I since IlR’ll,,:~,, Cr l/Rll~\-:~g,. 
Furthermore, we have d U cl’ E 91 *(D’) since 2 C jlR’llC,:=g,, d c IIR’lj(,:=,,, C 
llR’lji,:=,, and since IIR’Ilc~,:z,ql is an antichain in (D’. _^‘). It follows by Defi- 
nition 2.2 that (d,?) c (d’, y) in (91*(D’) x D’, c’) and thus D z’P in 
(D’, 2’ ) because i’ is a morphism. As IIRllC.\-:_,?, is an antichain in (D’, s’), we 
may conclude ,O = {j’. This implies in particular d = d’. 
By induction hypothesis, the forcing conditions Q and PA are (,!I,g,R)-de- 
creasing resp. (b;g; R’)-decreasing (for all 6 E d). Hence, we may choose con- 
ditions Q’ c Q and PA C Pn satisfying Q’ II- P E I/RllC.,:=z, and Pi IF 6 E 
IlR’ll+~‘). W’ 1s uses /I’ = ,O and d’ = d.) These conditions may be employed 
as in (2) in order to define the desired P’ C P. 
l Let T G XJJ.R and let (D’; z’. i), y and g be as above; then 3~~.~,;) k y E 
IIT//(,:=,) means that y = d ---f S and 5 E llRllC.Y:=,,J,:=d,. Furthermore, d is 
minimal (in (D’, c’: i)) such that 6 E IIRjlCi:=,,, := dj. By induction hypothesis, 
we have a forcing condition Q = (B, C! J) c (D, C, i) such that Q ik S E 
llRll(,:=,., := d). We define P = (A, C, I) by 
A :=BudU{S,y}, c:=srA and Z:=.Zu{((d,S),y)}. 
It follows that 3C,,.z~,i~) /= 6 E l/RllC,:_,+ := dj for all (D’, e’, i’) 2 P and that 
d -+ S = yin (D’, c’, i’). 
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In order to conclude Fs\(~‘,~‘,i’) k y E ]IT]lcs :=. RJ, we have to show now that d 
is minimal (in (D’, s’, i’)) such that S E I]RII(,:_,c,,. := (,). Suppose there exists a 
n’ C d C D’ such that 9(Dj,z~,j,~ b 6 E IIRII(,:=,,J :_ (,,). We show d’ = d. Since 
Q is (4 (g, 4, R)-d ecreasing, we obtain a forcing condition Q’ C Q such that 
Q’ ‘t 6 E llRll~,:=,.~ := c/‘). 
But Q’ 5 Q G (D, c, i) and thus n(D,..i) k Q E I/Rllc.~._g.~ :_ do. BY minim- 
ality of d in (D. c, i) we obtain d’ = d. 
To finish the proof, we have to show that the forcing condition P defined in 
this step is (p,g, T)-decreasing. This is once again a consequence of the induc- 
tion hypothesis, but easier than above. 0 
4. THE OPERATORS ‘PC AND CC 
Let T be an arbitrary closed term. In order to construct a stable model 3’ 
satisfying fi = T, it is sufficient to define a convenient t.c.p. (D#. 2”, i*). The 
idea of the construction of this t.c.p. is as follows: we choose an infinite set S 
that does not contain any pairs and we construct (D#, c*. i#) as a union of an 
increasing sequence of p.c.p.‘s (PiL)/IE N. We put PO = ((3”). =, 0) for some ar- 
bitrary element & E S. Then, we obtain the p.c.p.‘s P,, _ I by applying (essen- 
tially) a certain operator PC to P,,; we will have P,,+ 1 := PC(P,,) 2 P,l. This 
operator has already been considered in [8]. Its role is to increase, in a canoni- 
cal way, the domain of the partial morphisms of step p,. By repeating this pro- 
cess. we could construct an increasing sequence of p.c.p.‘s such that 
P,, _ I = PC(P,,); at limit stage, we would finally obtain a total coherent pair, cf. 
[8]. However, we have not yet included any condition to ensure that the result- 
ing model satisfies R = T. 
In order to do so, we have to modify this sequence slightly. If we obtain dur- 
ing the construction a p.c.p. PkL = (A,,, zIL: Ip) such that some y E A,, satisfies 
P,, II- y E IlTll, then we add to P,l a cycle of the shape {!3:} + y = !?-, before 
continuing the construction; the ,&‘s will be some new elements of S. One can 
show that the existence of such a cycle in a t.c.p. implies 7 E liCn[l in the corre- 
sponding model, cf. Lemma 5.2. Thus, the fact to add this cycle around ?: will 
guarantee that 2 E //1R/I and, eventually, that Il~li = IlTll in the resulting model. 
These cycles are introduced (simultaneously for each y E A,, satisfying 
P,, It- ?; E IiTll) by a second operator CC; hence. we obtain an ‘intermediate’ 
p.c.p. P,: := CC(P,,) 2 PiL. Then we pursue the construction by putting P,, I := 
PC( PZ). 
This process gives rise to a sequence 
P,] c CC(P0) = P,i 5 PC(P,f) = P, c CC(P,) = P; c Pc(P;-) = PI c 
The t.c.p. (D”, c#, i#) is simply the union of the p.c.p.‘s P,, (or, equivalently, of 
the P,:‘s). 
In this section, we give the definitions of the operators PC and CC. The con- 
struction of the model %# will be explained in Section 5. The definition of the 
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operator PC occupies 4.1-4.4 and the one of CC is given in 4.7-4.10. The infinite 
set Swill interfere only during the definition of CC. 
Fix a p.c.p. P = (A , C, I). In the sequel, we will use the shorthand BP := 
(%*(A) x A) \dom(Z). 
Definition 4.1. (i) P is completable iff Bp f? A = 0. 
(ii) If P is completable, we define (A’, Z’) by 
A’ := AuBP 
I’ := Zuids, 
Note that dom(Z’) = 8*(A) x A and in particular dom(Z’) zdom(Z) (if 
dam(Z) g !?l*(A) x A). Th us, we increase the domain of the partial l-l map- 
ping Z when passing from (A, I) to (A’, Z’). Furthermore, it is not difficult to 
prove the following properties of (A’, Z’): 
Lemma 4.2. v P = (A, C, I) is completable and if (A’, I’) is defined as above, 
then A C A’, Z C I’ and I’ : 91 *(A) x A + A’ is a (total) l-l mapping 
In a second step, we now define a convenient coherence relation on A’. 
Lemma 4.3. IfP is completable and if(A’, I’) is e ne asabove, then thereexists d ji d 
a coherence relation C’ on A’ such that 
l ~‘1~ = c and 
. (A ‘, Z’, I’) is ap.c.p. 
Proof. As dom(Z’) = %*(A) x A, we have a coherence on dom(Z’), namely the 
one generated by c in the sense of Definition 2.2. In order to transform I’ into 
a morphism, it is sufficient to map the coherence relation of Yl* (A) x A onto A’. 
Let 
Q’C’~’ iff 
cr’ = Z’(a, cu), p’ = Z’(b, p) and (a, a) z (b, ,B) 
CI’ E A,P’ E A and ~‘cp’. 
In order to see that c ’ rA = c we have to show that the first clause generates 
on A the same coherences as the second. First note that a’ = Z’(a, CI) E A and 
p’ = Z’(b,/?) E A implies that a’ E im (I) and p’ E im (I). In fact, im (I’) = 
im (I) U Bp; we conclude 
im (I’) n A = [im (I) n A] U [BP fl A] = im (I) 
since P is completable. 
If (v’ E im (I) and ,k?’ E im (I), then (a, a) z (b, p) iff cr’ c p’ because Z G I’ 
is a morphism of dam(Z) in A. It follows that ~‘1~ = c. 
In order to show that (A ‘, c’, I’) is a p.c.p., we need to see that I’ is a partial 
morphism of %*(A’) x A’ in A’. We have dom(Z’) c ‘%*(A’) x A’ since 
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~‘1~ = c. F ur th ermore, I’ preserves the coherence by definition of s’ and 
once again because of s’rA = c. 0 
Definition 4.4. We denote the p.c.p. (A ‘, z’, I’) defined above by PC(P). 
Remark 4.5. It will be important for the proof of Theorem 5.3 that the exten- 
sion of I to Z’ does not create any cycles of the form Z’(g, 7) E g. As a matter of 
fact, the new elements of dom(Z’) are elements (g,?) E (Y*(A) x A) \dom(Z) 
that are mapped by I’ onto themselves. By the axiom of foundation it is im- 
possible that Z’(g, y) = (g, y) E g for such an element. Thus, the only elements 
of dom(Z’) satisfying Z’(g. y) E g are (possibly) the old elements of dam(Z). 
We now introduce the operator CC that extends a p.c.p. P,, = (A,,, E,,. I,,) into 
an ‘intermediate’ p.c.p. P,: = (A,:, 2,: ~ I,:). In order to do so, we need the in- 
finite set S not containing any pairs, mentioned at the beginning of Section 4. 
Note that we did not use S during the definition of IX. For the definition of P,;. 
we proceed as above: we first introduce a pair (A,:. Z,,+ ) that is afterwards en- 
dowed with a convenient coherence relation. 
For a technical reason that will appear below (cf. Remark 4.9(iii)) we define 
the pairs P;f = CC(P,,) by induction on p: given a p.c.p. of the form P,, = 
(A n il’-,!‘z,l) = Ud,, P,, with P,, = PC(CC(P, I)) and PO = ({&}. =.0) (fat 
:$, t S arbitrary), we define CC(P,,). This allows us to define a notion of rcrnk for 
the elements of A,, ?: 
Definition 4.6. If cy E A,,, then the rank rk(o) of 0 is by definition the smallest 
11 E N such that (1 E A,,. 
Definition 4.7. Let P,, = (A,,. c,,, I,,) = Uvcli P,, be a p.c.p. as above. Define 
G,, := (2 E A,, I P,L IF 3; E jjT/J and P,, I If 7, E lITI/ 1 
and choose for all y E G,, a (distinct) element ti? E S \ A,,. Let 
S,, := {B-, ) y E G,,} C S. 
We define (A,: ~ I,:) by 
A,; := A,, u S,, 
Note that A,, is finite and S is infinite; it follows that S \ A,, is infinite and that 
we may choose the elements /3? E S,, as above. Furthermore, it is immediate 
that A,, i: A,f, I,, & Z,: and that Z/r : dom(Z,t) + A’is a l-l mapping. Note that 
G,, = 0 implies (A;. I,:) = (A,,. I,,). 
‘On the other hand. this inductive definition implies that CC may not be applied to arbitrary p.c.p.‘s. 
Thus. it is not quite exact to call CC an operator. 
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We now endow the pair (Ap , ~ + Z+) with a coherence relation C: in order to 
obtain a p.c.p. P,’ = (Al, =,‘,I,‘). 
Lemma 4.8. ZfP, = (A,, cp,Zfi) = lJvCF P, and (AZ, Z,,‘) as above, then there 
exists a coherence relation 2: on AL: such that 
l 2,’ r~,, = CIA and 
l (A,+,c,+,Z,+) isap.c.p. 
Proof. We define CT by adding to cP a certain number of relations. First, we 
let & VP y -+/3 for all & E S, in order to obtain a reflexive relation. All further 
relations added to cP in the sequel will be assumed to be symmetric without 
explicit mention. They will all be of the shape py ~Z(Y for a /3? E S, and an 
(Y E A,, i.e. we do not add any new relations between two distinct elements of 
S,, nor between two distinct elements of A,. In particular, we will have 
=;.l‘A,, = c,’ 
Fix an arbitrary & E S,. We define the following relations between ,& = 
I,+({&}, y) and the elements of A, : &, is incoherent with PO E A0 and with all 
the elements of Uy_ S,. For the elements of A, \ (A0 U Uv._ S,), we proceed 
by induction on the rank of the elements in A,; we define for all (Y with 
rk(o) > 0 
(3) Q CL& iff cr = I,:( a’, a’) and ({&),Y) ~;(a’, a’). 
(Recall that C; also denotes the canonical coherence on $71 *(AZ) x AZ, i.e. the 
one defined in Definition 2.2.) This is well defined since a = Zz(a’, o’) $ 
U “<~ S, which implies that Q’ and the elements of a’ are of smaller rank than 
cy. Thus, c:’ is already defined for these elements. This concludes the definition 
of -+. 
Wlneed to see now that Z/t is a partial morphism of ?I *(A$) x Al in Al. We 
have dom(Z,f) C %*(A,+) x A,f since sl IA,< = clL. In order to show 
(4) V(a’, CX’), (b’, p’) E dom(Z,f) :(Zz(a’, (Y’) C; Z,‘(b’, p’) 
iff (a’, 0’) =;(b’, P’)) 
we distinguish three cases: 
l If Z,t(u’,a’) E A, and Z,f(b’,p’) E A, then Zz = I/&, c,’ IA 
is a consequence of the fact that Z, is a morphism for cP. 
,I 
= cLL and (4) 
l If Z,‘(a’, a’) E S, and Z,+(b’,,Ll’) E A,\ (A@ U (Jvcp S,) then (4) is a con- 
sequence of (3). 
l Finally, if Z,T(a’, a’) E S, and Z,+(b’, p’) E A0 U Uv<p S,, or if Z/:(a’, a’) E 
S, and Z,‘(b’, p’) E S,, then (a’, a’) = W&Y) and (b’, P’) = (UW, 7’). 
(Note that PO $im (I>).) By definition of c,’ we have Z,~({&},Y) = 
PY ==; Py’ = Z/XPY),Y’). I n order to show that Z,’ is a morphism in this case 
it is sufficient to see that ({&}, y) x,’ ({/3/,, 7’) in dom(Z,+). 
This is a consequence of the fact that y x /‘y’ in A,. Recall that P,L II- y E I/TI/ 
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and Pi, IF 2’ E llT\l; hence ZDcD,.z,,i,) k {r,r’} C I(TI( for all (D’, s’, i’) 2 P,,. 
As llT\l is an antichain in (D’, c’, i’) and (A,,. cV) is a coherent subspace of 
(D’, ==‘), we may conclude y X, y’. 
By symmetry of the coherence, all other cases reduce to one of the above three 
cases. 0 
Remark 4.9. (i) It is essential for the construction of the coherence on A; that 
y x,, -y’ in the third case above. If there were two distinct elements satisfying 
y c,, y’, then there would be no coherence on A: satisfying the conclusion of 
the lemma. In order to see this, simply note that we would have for two such 
elements 
(ii) The coherence ci of the preceding proof is defined, in great portion, by 
induction on the rank after having posed &, x,? /30 at level 0. However, the ar- 
guments given above to show (4) do not use this property. We may just as well 
start with & c; 00. 
(iii) The preceding proof is the reason why we define the operator CC by in- 
duction on LL: contrarily to the situation in Lemma 4.3, we do not have a cano- 
nical coherence on dom (I,:) since dom (I,:) already contains the new elements 
& E S. If we wish to define a coherence on A,f in spite of this, we have to pro- 
ceed by induction on p. 
Definition 4.10. The p.c.p. (A,, +, C~L% 5:) defined above will be denoted by 
P;; = CC( P,,). 
5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL “# 
For the idea of the construction of the model ?\’ satisfying 0 = I. cf. the be- 
ginning of Section 4. It is defined by the following t.c.p.: 
Definition 5.1. Let S be an infinite set not containing any pairs and let $0 E S be 
arbitrary. We define a total coherent pair (D#. c#. i#) as follows: 
PO := (A05 eo,Io) := ({Ro}, =,a) 
P; := (A;, @,Z,r’) := CC(P,,) 
P /!+I := (A - /l+I>-p+l: Iv+ 1) := PC(P,I) 
D# := UILEN A,, Z# := lJ,,EN c,, i# := lJILEN I,,. 
This is well defined since all the p.c.p.2 Pz are completable which implies by 
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Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that Pp+ 1 is still a p.c.p. In fact, we have for all p E N that 
Al C S U dom(Z,T) and thus, with B,+ := (91 *(A,+) x Al) \ dom(Z,+) i’ 
B,,: n A; c Bpz n [S u dom(ZT)] = BP; n St)@. 
For (*), note that S does not contain any pairs by hypothesis. 
Furthermore, the sequences (A,, s~L)~~N and (Z,),,N are increasing by de- 
finition of the operators PC and CC. In particular, their unions are well defined. 
The application i# is total since D# is closed under pair building, i.e. any pair of 
the form (d, 6) E lI * (Of) x D# is already in some A,. It is a morphism since all 
the ZP’s are partial morphism. 
Let B# = 9 (D#, =#. i#J be the stable model generated by this t.c.p. In order to 
show D# + 0 = T, we need the following stable analogue of a lemma of [l]: 
Lemma 5.2. Let 22 = XI(D,~.i) be a stable model. Then 2 k y E I/R/I ifs3g c 
plx.(x)xII : g 4 y E g. 
Proof. (+) is clear. In the other direction, if y E ]]fi]], then there exists a 
g C ]]Ax.(x)x]l such that g + y E ](Xx.(x)x]]. By definition of IIXx.(x)x]i, we 
obtain that y E (g)g and that g is minimal with this property. From y E (g)g we 
may deduce that there exists a g’ C g such that g’ --f y E g C IIXx.(x)xll, i.e. 
y E (g’)g’. By minimality of g we obtain g’ = g. Hence g + y E g. 0 
Theorem 5.3. %# + R = T. 
Proof. In order to see 9~’ b IIT]] C ]iln]], let y E ]]T]l be arbitrary. By Lemma 
3.2, there exists a forcing condition Q such that Q b y E ]]T]l; this condition 
being finite, there is a least p E N such that Q C PIL for one of the P,,‘s defining 
the model. It follows P,, IF y E /IT]] and P,’ contains a cycle of the shape 
{P,} + y = &. But this cycle is of the form g + y E g with g C ]]Xx.(x)xI]; in 
fact. recall that 
(IXx.(x)xll = {d + 6 I 6 E (d)d}. 
We have ,O-, E ]]Xx.(x)x]l b 
clude 9# + y E /(fill. 
ecause y E ({,O,}) {&,}. By Lemma 5.2, we may con- 
In the other direction, let y be such that a# b y E [Ifi/]. By Lemma 5.2, there 
exists a cycle of the form g + y E g in (D#, ,^ #, i#). But the only cycles of this 
shape in (D# , c#, i#) are the cycles {,&,} + y = &, for some y’s that are 
forced to be in ]]T]] by some PAL. As a matter of fact, the operator ‘PC does not 
introduce any such cycles, cf. Remark 4.5. As PhL C (D#> ,^#. i#), it follows that 
B# + Y E IITII. 
Remark 5.4. (i) Contrarily to the construction given in [l], the Forcing Lemma 
3.2 does not interfere during the construction of the model a#. We only need it 
once the construction is completed in order to show that B# does indeed sa- 
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tisfy R = T. It is not difficult to apply our construction to the situation con- 
sidered in [l]. 
(ii) Forcing for graph models has also been considered in [IO]. The differ- 
ence between Zylberajch’s solution and the one presented in this paper (for 
stable models) lies in the treatment of the web D: we have to construct simulta- 
neously the web D, the l-l mapping i and the coherence on D since these three 
notions are closely interconnected. On the other hand, Zylberajch starts off 
with a fixed set D and constructs the mapping i on D appropriately which is 
feasible in her setting. (Her construction does not use the Forcing Lemma 3.2 
either.) 
(iii) X. Gouy pointed out that the above model construction together with 
the main result of [3] proves the consistency of the theory AD u {a = T}u ‘there 
exists a universal retraction’ for arbitrary T. In fact, Berardi showed that any 
reflexive dI-domain contains a universal retraction. 
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